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INTRODUCTION
Thermal insulation of clothings is usually only expressed through the concept of "clo". This fits for
steady state heat balance computations, but not for transient conditions. A model for heat and mass transfers
through a one-layer clothes is presented here, taking into account water sorption and undercloth ventilation by
"pumping effect". It has been added to a human thermo-regulation software calculating local physiological
parameters and thermal sensations. Several experiments have been reproduced. Satisfactoryresults were obtained
by comparison between experimental and calculated skin temperatures and t h d sensations [21.

METHOD
Human model.
Thermo-physiological parameters (skin temperatures, wettedness...) and reactions (sweating,...) of the
body are computed by a =-node human model called MARCL or by the 2-node Gagge's model [41.
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Thermal sensations.
The &e&
sensatioils model T;uM [41 associates physical variaoles and thermophysiological parameters
of the body to local or global sensations, that are expressed on a 7-point scale from "very cold to "very hot".
Clothing model.
Figure 1 represents heat and mass exchanges between skin and environment through the fahric. The
corresponding electrical representation and equations, added to the human model, are given in table 1.Clothes are
simplified to few number of parameters : h transfer coefficients, m - mass, C - heat capacitance, wich are
calculated owing to the characteristics of fabrics and cloth insulation and permitivity.
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bdices are following :

sk : skin
e :undercloth climate
cl : clothing
a : air
o :convection and radiation e : evaporation
Hent transfer$. Sensible heat exchanges from

the body (&) depend on the undercloth temperature
(Te) which is strongly linked to ambiance by
ventilation flow rate (&) through the fabric or the
openings (cuff, collar,...). This flow rate is an effect
of clothing fitting, textile permitivity, activity [l].
Te also depends on cloth temperature (Tcl), i. e. on
cloth physical properties.

...

Mass t ran& . Latent exchanges (&) on skin
are linked to mass transfers through clothes. It depends
on local vapor pressure (Po), which is in turn linked
to outside conditions (Pa) by ventilation and clothing
properties (specially permeability, regain,. ..).
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Figure 1.Representation of heat and mass transfers.

(6).

Heat transfers are linked to mass transfers by latent heat of water absorbed or desorbed by fibers
This
depends on the variation rate (dM/dt) of the total mass of water in clothing (M)raking into account vapor trapped
between fibres and absorbed by fibres. When the vapor pressure is under saturation, it can be considered that there
is no liquid water and that regain is a linear function of PCl[3]. It can be written :M = Mmax(PclI Pscl)
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Table 1 :Electrical representation and euuatiom of beat and mass msfers.
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Influence of cloth parameters

The model presented here is a rougb
representation of cloth complexity. Nevertheless influence of clotbmg cbaracteristics can
be seen. Fig.:! shows an example of mean skin
temperature variations of a man dressed with
two different materials and going from a cold
ambmce to a warmex one and coming back.
Differences between the two cases
appear during transients. Wool delays the
moment of stationnary state, that will lead to
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